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Good morning dear brothers and sisters. It has
been a while since I last wrote an article in my
prestigious Kuwait Times daily. In this article I

would like to talk about diaries written by an old
American friend of mine named John. I have known him
since I was in the United States in the 1980s, and I
invited him to visit Kuwait and become acquainted with
its traditions and culture. 

John was very excited to have been given this invi-
tation to visit Kuwait, a country he had always dreamt
of seeing closely and getting to know about its vast
development, especially after the liberation. As soon as
John arrived at the airport, he began questioning me
about things he believed were wrong on a journey to a
country labeled in olden times as the Pearl of the Gulf.

The first thing John noticed at the airport was bad
treatment of a foreigner at the passport counter by an
officer. That officer was yelling at the foreign tourist,
telling him to queue in the right lane, when that tourist
didn’t know that in the first place. John asked me how
can this happen right at the entrance of a country, as
this place is supposed to be the first gate for a tourist
to see for himself what comes next.

The next stage started right after we exited the air-
port’s gate heading to the parking lot, when he noticed
many cars parked in handicapped spots without an
official handicapped sticker, and saw healthy and fit
people walking out of their cars and leaving those in
need of those parking spaces stranded and having to
wait till the fit b*****ds return and vacate the spaces.
He asked me whether the fine imposed on these irre-
sponsible persons is severe enough to deter them, but I
told him it is only KD 50. He began shaking his head
and said it is considered a crime in the US if a fit per-
son occupies a handicapped person’s specified spot. 

After that we rode the car to the hotel, when John
noticed the reckless driving and flashing of high
beams of light on other cars. He asked me why every-
one is in a hurry. Why do they drive manically? Why
do they flash their high beams? Why do they drive on
the shoulder of the road? Why do they drive fast?
Why are they impatient? Questions I could not
answer and kept quiet.

Before reaching the hotel John asked me if we could
stop at a cooperative society to buy some groceries.
Right after we left the store, he noticed some cars were
blocking other cars, while the drivers of the blocked
cars were waiting for those maniacs to come and
remove their cars. I again kept quiet. Later, John
noticed many cars parked on the pavement and on the
green landscaping, and asked me why do they do this?
Why do they ruin these nice sceneries and destroy the
infrastructure? Don’t they pay taxes to the country? I
said no, there are no taxes imposed on services here
and that is why they are irresponsible. 

The next day we went to The Avenues mall, where
John noticed some families dining at a restaurant where
their maids are kept away from them on other tables,
while others were deprived of meals and were watching
the kids playing. He asked me why don’t their maids sit
with the families at the same table to eat? Why are they
kept away from them? I said there are many families
who do this, yes, but there are many other families who
treat their workers like members of the family.

John’s one-week-trip was filled with bad memories
and kept me silent most of the time.

John’s diaries
on Kuwait

By Talal Al-Ghannam

In my view

Trio kill their friend in Kabd
desert over personal dispute

Businessman questioned on suspicions of swindling KD 20 million

By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: Three youths killed their friend over a personal
dispute in Kabd Saturday night. The murder was commit-
ted in the desert, as one of the suspects lured the victim
by inviting him to meet to bury the hatchet. An informed
source said the suspects stabbed the victim, and when he

attempted to escape, they chased him in their vehicle and
ran over him several times. The sources said two of the
suspects almost fled Kuwait, but detectives were able to
arrest them before they boarded the aircraft.

Businessman detained
A well-known businessman (S S) was detained at a

Jahra police station on charges of swindling KD 20 mil-
lion. A Qatari had filed complaints against him. 

Fire drill
Kuwait Fire Service Directorate (KFSD) carried

out an exercise at Al-Raya Towers as part of a series
of training programs at high rise buildings. Firemen

from three fire stations as well as interior ministry
officers participated. The exercise mimicked the sce-
nario of a fire at the 43rd floor, so 2,000 employees
were evacuated and water was pumped to the floor.
The entire drill lasted 30 minutes. The exercise was
done under the supervision of Colonel Ahmad Hayef
Al-Rasheedi.

KUWAIT: Pictures taken during a fire drill Kuwait Fire Service Directorate carried out at Al-Raya Towers yesterday.

KUWAIT: A map showing the location of the shooting
range (in red). — KUNA

KUWAIT: The Kuwaiti Navy announced it will carry
out exercises with live ammunition at the sea shooting
range from 7:00 am to 8:00 pm today. Kuwait Army
said in a statement that the drills will be held at approx-
imately 16.5 nautical miles east of Ras Al-Jelaiaa all the
way to Qarouh Island and six nautical miles east Ras Az
Zour all the way to Umm Al-Maradem Island. Sea-
goers are advised to steer clear of the aforementioned
areas, the statement noted. —KUNA

Kuwait Navy
conducts drill today

MANAMA: Bahraini Foreign Minister Sheikh Khaled bin
Ahmad Saturday commended His Highness the Amir
Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah’s significant
role in resolving the inter-Gulf standoff. Speaking to
reporters on the sidelines of the 15th Manama Dialogue
Conference held in Bahrain, the Bahraini minister said His
Highness the Amir has started good offices since the out-
break of the crisis. He underscored the significant role of
the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) member countries,
Egypt and Jordan in safeguarding regional security and
stability and finding enduring solutions to regional prob-
lems. Since the region is of strategic importance at politi-
cal, security and economic levels, world countries should
work with its countries to maintain regional security and
peace, he emphasized. On Iran, the Bahraini foreign minis-
ter said Tehran still poses a main threat to the region’s
security and stability by carrying on backing terrorism,
adopting expansive policies, breaking international law
and attacking oil facilities. He called on the international
community to exert more efforts to stop Iran’s interference
in the internal affairs of the region’s countries and to
respect their sovereignty and independence. Co-organized
by the Bahraini Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the
International Institute for Strategic Studies, the 15th ver-
sion of the Manama Dialogue Conference kicked off in
Manama on Friday. —KUNA
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